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Module 9/18
e Masculine and the Feminine.
ASSIGNMENT ONLY
e Mystery School of the Orgasm Field
9-month mentoring programme

In this next section, I am de ailing an assignment which I invite you to ake on. It con ains 5 parts, and each
part can be quite lengthy so I su est doing 1 part per day, giving each part your full attention.
Part 1 - exploring the unconscious, cultural masculine
e exploration begins in the unconscious cultural realm, generally because this tends to be the
one that dominates our daily existence.
1.1 Take a moment to sit in front of a blank page of your note pad and re ect on how the ualities
of the unconscious masculine exist in your life. Where do you nd yourself Sel sh, driven, survivalbased? Give yourself the space for these characteristics to be shown to you, and to be shown where
they exist in your life.
1.2 Taking a moment to sit and re ect in front of a blank page of your note pad, let your awareness
scan upon some signi cant sexual experiences or fantasies you have had. Can you see where you
have embodied the unconscious masculine in your sexuality in past experiences or fantasies?
ese are: Hunting orgasm, sexual grati cation– not aware of the other
1.3 It is also helpful to have a look at ualities and characteristics that are trying to be shown to
you by your universe, which might be seeking to be transmuted. Part of the unsconscious aspect is
that it lies in the shadows and that sometimes we simply are not aware of it. Here is an exercise to
help us discover and become aware of these:
Sit and re ect on a uality or characteristic which you o en see in men in your life, those which
o en repeat. Can you write down what they are, how they a ect you, and any other pertinent
detail?
en, can you sit and re ect on which of these characteristics exist within you and where these
exist?
Simply by bringing an awareness to these, things will begin to shi .
Part 2 - exploring the unconscious feminine
e exploration begins in the unconscious cultural realm, generally because this tends to be the
one that dominates our daily existence.
1.1 Take a moment to sit in front of a blank page of your note pad and re ect on how the ualities
of the unconscious feminine exist in your life. Where do you nd yourself overly emotional or
disembodied?
Give yourself the space for these characteristics to be shown to you, and to be shown where they
exist in your life.
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1.2 Taking a moment to sit and re ect in front of a blank page of your note pad, let your awareness
scan upon some signi cant sexual experiences or fantasies you have had. Can you see where you
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Undertaking the journey of unraveling the masculine and feminine within.
A su ested 5-part assignment.

1.3 It is also helpful to have a look at ualities and characteristics that are trying to be shown to
you by your universe, which might be seeking to be transmuted. Part of the unconscious aspect is
that it lies in the shadows and that sometimes we simply are not aware of it. Here is an exercise to
help us discover and become aware of these:
Sit and re ect on a uality or characteristic which you o en see in women in your life, those which
o en repeat. Can you write down what they are, how they a ect you, and any other pertinent
detail?
en, can you sit and re ect on which of these characteristics exist within you and where these
exist?
Simply by bringing an awareness to these, things will begin to shi .

Part 3 - e healing path of the conscious masculine
In a previous module, we looked at the story of Persephone in greek mythology.
We saw that she had been sentenced to the underworld and was needing to be saved by Hades.
What we also saw is that Persephone was actually oneness embodied and chose for these events to
happen to her, simply because she was bored with the neutrality of oneness and wanted some
excitement.
We will use these principles in the exploration of the conscious masculine.
I am referring to the process of Existential kink developed by its author Carolyn Elliott, which
aims to bring the unconscious and the conscious realm together.
1- Step One: Identify some situation in your life that you are challenged by, that your conscious
mind doesn’t like.
2- Step Two: Gently allow yourself to get in touch with the shadow part of yourself that actually,
passionately wants this situation. How does this situation actually turn you on? Why would you
want this to be taking place? What are you feeding from here?
is may be a di cult one to comprehend, so give yourself some time and compassion.
What ualities are alive in this experience and how are you nourishing from them?
For example: does it make you feel like a victim? If so, how do you bene t from that? Do you want
to feel hurt because it makes you feel safe? Loved? Attended to?
Give yourself the time to dive deep into what this means for you.
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3- Step ree: Surrender completely to this shadow desire, consciously allow yourself to receive,
and get o on this situation.
Let yourself truly enjoy the aspects of this situation, as much as possible for a limited, set amount
of time, such as 15 min.
For instance, in the victim example detailed above, let yourself spend 15 minutes dwelling in being
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have embodied the unconscious masculine in your sexuality in past experiences or fantasies?
ese are: Emotional, romantic dream – only aware of the other

Part 4 - e healing path of the conscious feminine
Take a moment to re ect on a challenge you are currently experiencing.
It could be the same one you wrote above in part 3 or a di erent one.
Allow yourself to take a moment to connect to the real expanse of cosmic energy and love you have
access to, that you can access in the mystery school.
Feel how the two feel in your body.
en hold space for both, what does it feel like for you to feel both the expanse of cosmic energy
and love in your body as well as the sensations and contractions which relate to your challenges?

Assignment Part 5- Exercise for the cosmic masculine and feminine
Part 5 is my personal favourite part of the assignment which I use the most personally and I feel is
most useful at this level of our development.
Re ect on a challenge you are currently experiencing or a uestion that you would like to nd
clarity on. Ie: how do I reach a new level? How do I become a better version of mysel ? How do I
step into my leadership?
etc.
Write this uestion down on a pad before beginning your dive.
As guidance for your dive, you can use a recording of a previous dive which resonated uite well
for you.
Keep the pad near you as you dive. Allow yourself to receive the answers that emerge from that
deeper place.
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When the answers appear write them down.
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a victim and how it feels. Let yourself fully receive that.

